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CMB Foregrounds and 
Gravitational Waves
How FYST and SO-SAT can work together to measure the 
primordial gravitational waves from the early Universe
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Directions of the magnetic field inferred from polarisation of the thermal dust emission in the Milky Way

Polarised dust emission  
within our Milky Way

ESA’s Planck
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Foreground-cleaned Emitted 13.8 billions years ago

ESA’s Planck
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Foreground-cleaned Emitted 13.8 billions years ago

ESA’s Planck



E- and B-mode decomposition of linear polarisation
Concept defined in Fourier space

• E-mode：Polarisation directions are parallel or perpendicular to the wavenumber direction


• B-mode：Polarisation directions are 45 degrees tilted w.r.t the wavenumber direction
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Direction of the Fourier 
wavenumber vector

Seljak & Zaldarriaga (1997); Kamionkowski, Kosowsky & Stebbins (1997)



Parity Flip
E-mode remains the same, whereas B-mode changes the sign
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• Two-point correlation functions invariant 
under the parity flip are

• The other combinations <TB> and <EB> are not 
invariant under the parity flip.


• Side Note: We can use these combinations to probe 
parity-violating physics (e.g., cosmic birefringence)

Seljak & Zaldarriaga (1997); Kamionkowski, Kosowsky & Stebbins (1997)



Power Spectra
A lot have been measured
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• The temperature power spectrum 
and the E- and B-mode polarisation 
power spectra from the density 
fluctuations (scalar modes) have 
been measured well.


• The next step: B-mode 
polarisation from the primordial 
gravitational wave.

Temperature anisotropy 
(sound waves)

E-mode 
(sound waves)

B-mode (lensing)

B-mode 
(Gravitational Wave)



Motivation for the study
Two questions

• We often hear that “high-frequency data are necessary for removing the 
polarised Galactic dust emission and cleaning the CMB”. We will have the 
much-needed high-frequency data from FYST. Then, two questions: 


• Can the FYST data help remove the polarised Galactic dust emission 
from other CMB data, such as Simons Observatory’s Small Aperture 
Telescope (SO-SAT)?


• Using the highest 3 frequencies (350, 410, 850 GHz) of Prime-Cam.


• If so, how/why do the FYST data help? FYST is not designed to measure 
polarisation on large (>degree) angular scales relevant to the gravitational 
wave signal.
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Approach: Simulation
Foregrounds, CMB, and noise (white + 1/f)

• We generate realistic realisations of the microwave sky as observed by SO-
SAT and FYST. The sky includes: the polarised Galactic foreground 
(synchrotron and dust), CMB, and noise (white and 1/f).


• The simulation and analysis codes (which together make a “pipeline”) are 
available in GitHub:

https://github.com/
komatsu5147/CleanCMB.jl
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Approach: Simulation
Foregrounds, CMB, and noise (white + 1/f)

• We generate realistic realisations of the microwave sky as observed by SO-
SAT and FYST. The sky includes: the polarised Galactic foreground 
(synchrotron and dust), CMB, and noise (white and 1/f).


• Foreground with spatially-varying SED (generated by “PySM”).



Approach: Simulation
Foregrounds, CMB, and noise (white + 1/f)

• We generate realistic realisations of the microwave sky as observed by SO-
SAT and FYST. The sky includes: the polarised Galactic foreground 
(synchrotron and dust), CMB, and noise (white and 1/f).


• CMB is generated as Gaussian random realisations with the power spectra 
given by the Boltzmann solver “CLASS”.


• Noise is generated as Gaussian random realisations with the power spectra 
given in Choi et al. for FYST and the SO Science Paper for SO-SAT.


• This generates homogeneous noise. To make it inhomogeneous, we weight 
noise maps for SO-SAT by the realistic “hits map” of their survey planning. 


• For FYST we assume homogeneous noise over the patch observed by SO-
SAT, which is much smaller than that of the FYST Prime-Cam wide survey.
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Equatorial Coordinates

https://github.com/komatsu5147/CleanCMB.jl/blob/master/examples/MILCAPipelineSOSATCCATp.jl
https://github.com/komatsu5147/CleanCMB.jl/blob/master/examples/MILCAPipelineSOSATCCATp.jl
https://github.com/komatsu5147/CleanCMB.jl/blob/master/examples/MILCAPipelineSOSATCCATp.jl
https://github.com/komatsu5147/CleanCMB.jl/blob/master/examples/MILCAPipelineSOSATCCATp.jl
https://github.com/komatsu5147/CleanCMB.jl/blob/master/examples/MILCAPipelineSOSATCCATp.jl


Power spectrum estimation
Using the SO-SAT weights for both SO-SAT and FYST maps

• While the FYST wide survey covers much more area than the SO-SAT survey, 
we use the same weights for the FYST and SO-SAT data because we can 
only clean SO-SAT data for the overlapping modes.

SO-SAT hits map FYST hits map
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Equatorial Coordinates Equatorial Coordinates



Foreground removal: A hybrid approach
• To remove the foregrounds, we use a (new?) hybrid approach, combining


• Parametric method and  

• Blind method (cILC = constrained Internal Linear Combination)


• We first determine three foreground parameters (power-law synchrotron 
spectral index βs, dust spectral index βd, and dust temperature Td).


• Assumed to be homogeneous over the SO-SAT patch, although the sky 
model does contain spatially varying βs, βd, and Td.


• Gaussian priors: βs = –3.0±0.5, βd = 1.6±0.5, and Td = 19.6 ± 5 K. 

• We then use cILC to remove the best-fitting foreground and reduce the 
remaining foregrounds by minimising variance of the cleaned CMB map.



Results: Dusty Parameters
Fig. 6 of Science Paper

• SO-SAT cannot break 
degeneracy between βd 
and Td.


• The constraints are 
dominated by the prior.


• FYST/Prime-Cam can 
determine these 
parameters much more 
accurately.


• 850 GHz is the key!



850 GHz is the key 
for determining the 
dusty parameters

Nominal


-βd = 1.544 ± 0.038 
-Td = 21.86 ± 1.66K

Remove 850GHz


-βd = 1.566 ± 0.054 
-Td = 20.56 ± 2.34K

Dominated 

by the prior
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Tensor-to-scalar ratio parameter, r
Fig. 7 of Science Paper

• SO-SAT only


• r = (1.30 ± 2.76) x 10–3


• With 1500 realisations, 
the error on the mean is 
7x10–5. A significant bias 
is detected, in agreement 
with the SO forecast 
paper.


• FYST+SO-SAT


• r = (0.19 ± 2.73) x 10–3


• The bias is largely gone!
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Where does the constraint come from?
It isn’t just 850 GHz.

• It may be tempting to conclude that the improvement comes primarily from 
850 GHz because we can reduce the degeneracy between βd and Td.


• This is actually not the case: Addition of each of 350, 410, and 850 GHz helps 
equally well. 


• Thus, the improvement comes not only from better determination of βd and 
Td, but also further minimisation of the foreground residual by cILC. 


• In other words, this result depends on the foreground removal method. Our 
method is not bad at all :) but it could be improved even further. A research 
project!
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Why does FYST help?
Despite that we do not have a polarisation modulator (HWP)?

• It would be lovely to have a HWP, but…


• When the 1/f noise goes like 


• The dust power spectrum increase faster than the noise towards low 
multipoles. This is a (likely) explanation as to why FYST helps.
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l=80

(inhomogeneous noise)
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l=80

(inhomogeneous noise)
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l=80

(inhomogeneous noise)
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l=80

(inhomogeneous noise)
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l=80

(inhomogeneous noise)
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l=80

(inhomogeneous noise)
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l=80
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l=80
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l=80
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SO-SAT

FYST

~8x

~4x

Foreground power vs Noise power


at ell =80



Removing low-ell data
What if our 1/f noise model were completely wrong?

• SO-SAT only: r = (1.30 ± 2.76) x 10–3


• FYST+SO-SAT nominal: r = (0.19 ± 2.73) x 10–3


• Removing ell<60: r = (0.51 ± 2.77) x 10–3


• Removing ell<100: r = (0.99 ± 2.80) x 10–3


• Improvement is still substantial even when we throw away the low ell data.
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Early Science Goals

• The top priority is to examine and understand the atmospheric noise and 1/f 
performance of instruments on sky.


• This study enables more realistic forecasts for the improvement in the 
tensor-to-scalar ratio measurement, and helps coordinate with SO-SAT 
early on. 


• To this end, it would be important to make wide-area measurements during 
the early science phase.


• Paper(s) on this study will be valuable for CMB-S4. 
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Summary
The answers to two questions

• Can the FYST data help remove the polarised Galactic dust emission 
from other CMB data? 

• Yes! Even when throwing away low-ell data.


• How/why do the FYST data help? 

• Because the dust power spectrum rises faster than ell–1.4 noise towards 
low multipoles.


• It is not entirely due to better determination of βd and Td. Adding each of 
350, 410, and 850 GHz data helps equally. (But this likely depends on the 
FG removal method.)
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